. This is probably due to the lack of a foundation from which to start. The purpose of this paper is to contribute to this point in a manner which may be useful in the future, Proof. Let f: S -> G be a group-homomorphism. Since / is an ideal of S, /(/) is an ideal of the group G, and hence /(/) = f(S) = G. Thus f\ I is a grouphomomorphism / -> G.
Let g: I -* H be a group-homomorphism. Define g: S -> H by g(x) = g(ax)
where a £ I and g(a) = e, e being the identity element of H. If g(a) = g(b) = e tot a, b£l, then, for x£S,
Hence g is well defined. Also we have, for x, y £S, that
, therefore g is a homomorphism. Clearly g | / = g, thus g is surjective.
To prove uniqueness of g let f: S -> G be any group-homomorphism such that f\ I = g.
We have proved that there is a one-to-one correspondence from all group-homomorphisms / of S to all group-homomorphisms g of / by the map f -> g, g = f\ I.
In other words the semilattice of all group-congruences on S is isomorphic to the semilattice of all group-congruences on /. Therefore our conclusion is easily de- Let S = iAaerS be the greatest semilattice decomposition of a commutative semigroup S. Each Sa is archimedean ([3Í, [17] ).
We define a relation r^ on 5 as follows:
ar Ao if and only if a and b ate in the same archimedean component Saand ax = bx for some x £ Sa.
Lemma 3.2. r. = rn.
Proof. Tq C r. is clear. To prove r. C r n, assume ar^b. Then a and b are in 5aand ax = bx for x £S Since 5a is archimedean b" = xy, a" = xz fot some y, z eSaand some 72 > 0. Now ax = bx implies axy -bxy, hence ab" = bn+ .
Likewise ba" = an+1.
Q.E.D.
We have Theorem 3.3. Let S be a commutative semigroup. Then the following are equivalent:
The gr -homomorphism g g is surjective.
(3.3.
2) The greatest cancellative homomorphic image C of S is a group. Proof. The equivalence of (3.3.1) and (3.3.2) follows from Proposition 2.4. / is called the local identity subsemigroup of S. Define a relation pQ on S by xp0y iff 4>l_(x)= zp|(y), x£Sa, y£Sß for some cf > a ß.
It is easy to see p0 is an equivalence. To show compatibility, let x£Sa, y^Sn, z£S and assume <p¿(x) = cf>g(y). Then cpf -Y(zx) = <t>ÍY(<payy(z)<p7i*)) = <Pyy(z)<píy(x) = 4y(z)4y(y) = 4y(cf>^(z)cp^(y))=4y(zy).
Therefore pQ is a congruence on S. In the proof of (5.
1.1) -> (5.1.2), we have stated that f AS) is a subgroup of f 0(C(S)) but in fact /j(S)= f0(C(S)
). This is due to the following proposition which describes a relation between group-congruences of S and C(5). is a group for all AeA. Proof. Let ueSr. Then since rf>/3, xu eS¿, and ax = x implies zzxzz = xzz.
We are now to prove that if az = z for some z eS¿ then ay = y for all y eSc.
Since St is archimedean, z" = yv fot some v eS¿ and 72 > 0. Then az = z implies az" = zn and (ay)v = yv, whence ay = y since ay £ S -and S¿ is cancellative.
Assume that 5 is a ^-semigroup and a < ß, ab = b for some a £ S b £ S o. ß Then S aS "C S ". For each aa£Sa we define a transformation cf>l~' : S n -' S ß by If, for all a, ß eY such that a < ß, Sa is ^-composed with S a, we say that S is «-composed.
We mean by an JT-separative semigroup a commutative semigroup whose archimedean components are all /(-semigroups and we assume that Y has no greatest element. Then since 0(a-) > 0(a)2, S^ ,1 is Si-composed with Sq. , and hence Se, .
is Si-composed with 5^,a . for all r¡ < ¿;. From the definition of 0 it follows that if 0(a) and 0(aA) are defined and if 77 < f then 0(a^) < 0(a^ ).
Let A be the set consisting of elements of Y on which 0 is defined. Then 0 is an order-homomorphism of the well-ordered set (A, < ) into (T, <). Thus 0(A) has been proved to be A in the assertion (1). Q.E.D.
In the following theorem we describe the construction of a chain of /(-semigroups in order that S be an JT-7-semigioup. We can describe the compositions by induction on a.el"1.
Let r be a well-ordered chain without greatest element.
It is regarded as a with f j < ç2 < cf such that /A fA = 1P., and f c is the identity map of S¿ , that is, assume that (Sç, f ç ; ^ < ¿f2 < f ) is obtained for all <f < a. Now we are to define (Sa, f f2 ; €\ < ^2 -a^ If a is an isolated ordinal, S a is defined by S a= S a_ l U S a_ t as a Si-composed Jl -^-semigroup, and /Ï , tf < a, is defined by f p = f a_if pw here /a_ j is the inclusion map of Sa_ 1 into Sa. If a is a limit ordinal, Sa is defined by the direct limit Sa= UmlS , / , Yl and /J1 is defined tobe the inclusion of S £■ into Sa.
We have to add a remark. in which the notation cf>^ is defined before Proposition 7.2. By assumption xaa= xbafot all xeSß. Let y£Sy. Then y2xaa= y2xbaand (yx)(yaa) = (yx)(yba), [November yxe5 Since S is cancellative, we have yaa= yba for all y £ S .
From h^ = g^ha it follows that, whenever a < ß < y, £<x = RßRa., and g^. is the identity for all zf.
When 77 < a, recall F a = Z>a | 5 and let Ka= U i Ker F f : a < rf|. Let (i) A homomorphic image of a 7-semigroup is a 7-semigroup.
(ii) An ideal of a y-semigroup is a 7-semigroup.
(iii) If S is a commutative semigroup and if S is a union of 7-semigroups, then 5 is a 7-semigroup.
(iv) A semilattice of 7-semigroups is a 7-semigroup. then S is a 7-semigroup.
(vii) If Sfi <fe2, are 7-semigroups, the direct product of UV erS c is a 7-semigroup.
Some of the above have been proved in this paper, but we note that we can very easily prove (i) through (vii) by using (3.5.3) of Theorem 3.5.
Restating Theorem 3.5 , (viii) S has a greatest group-homomorphism if and only if (1) there is at least one local identity element e: be = b, (2) for each a£S there is a local identity element e and an element x such that ax -e.
This shows that the concept of 7-semigroups is really a natural generalization of groups.
